Topics and projects of TSI and its partners in 2021

2. Capital and financial market trends
Banks will remain under pressure – Rising default
rates in the SME and retail sectors are changing banks‘
capitalisation and earnings, postponed regulatory projects
such as Basel IV will lead to higher capital requirements,
rising risk costs in the wake of recession, negative interest
rates, competitive environment (credit funds, FinTechs and
BigTechs)

1. Macroeconomic environment in 2021
3. What does this mean for
securitisation and asset-based finance
instruments?

Corporate finance as a challenge – Obligation to file
for bankruptcy will be suspended, short-time allowance
and other measures will initially conceal effects on the real
economy and encourage zombification
Bond markets will remain under pressure – ECB’s
asset purchases in the investment sector will increase
(unclear: influence of ECB‘s climate policy orientation)
while default rates in the corporate sector rise

»
4. Fields of action for
TSI and its network for 2021

Lending business in transition – Climate policy and
resulting structural change in industry and the economy
will have implications on banks’ lending business
Influence of green and sustainable finance regulation – Will
reinforce change in the financial industry through transparency
requirements and, possibly, further regulatory intervention by
policymakers and supervisors
Capital Market Union (CMU): Banking regulation will continue, opportunity
for stronger networking of credit and capital markets and implementation of the
proposals of the High Level Forum (HLF) CMU
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B.

C.
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COVID-19 – The extent and duration of the
pandemic and the availability of a vaccine will
determine its impact on the real economy
Economy – The economic recovery will be
driven only by state support and will depend on
the progression of the pandemic
Public debt – Will grow further as a
result of national and international support
packages, macroeconomic development
in the EU will be marked by disparities;
collective financing programmes will grow
in importance
Central bank policy – Traditional
central bank policy has been exhausted, so
negative interest rates and bond purchases
will continue; climate policy will likely be
embedded in monetary policy as part of the
ECB strategy review
Geopolitical environment – Trade disputes
between China and the US will continue even
under a new US presidency, and Europe’s
position remains to be seen
CO2 and climate change – Structural transition of key
German industrial sectors such as automotive and mechanical
engineering, driver of government spending programmes in
infrastructure, real estate and other sectors

Digitalisation and digital networking: Additional driver for structural change
in the automotive industry, but especially in the financial and service sectors

